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Calling for action
as the Afghanistan
crisis worsens
In the face of international crises, RCOA calls for a robust Refugee
and Humanitarian Program.
The numbers don’t lie.
Three years on from the Morrison Government’s
pre-election budget, the promise of 75,000 humanitarian
visas by 2023 is not even close to being fulfilled.
Fewer than 47,000 visas have been issued to refugees
entering the country, despite recent increases in conflict
across the globe. This number reflects the smallest
Refugee and Humanitarian Program the country has
seen in the past 45 years.

3 YEARS ON...
2019

2020

2021

75,000
47,000
ONLY

With your help, we are calling on the government
to use the 2022 Budget to reset its response to global
refugee needs. This includes a restoration of the annual
Refugee and Humanitarian Program to its 2013 level of
20,000 places and a two-year additional intake of 20,000
refugees from Afghanistan.

With over 6.5 million people now displaced since
the Taliban’s violent takeover of Afghanistan in
August, more than 150,000 Afghans have applied
for humanitarian visas in Australia. Despite the dire
situations they face, few have much hope of reaching
safety in Australia.
Along with refugees displaced from Ukraine, the
5.6 million Syrian and Iraqi refugees, 4.6 million
refugees in eastern Africa, and 1.1 million refugees
from Myanmar – the need is greater than ever.
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2023

HUMANITARIAN VISAS
PROMISED BY 2023

The Australian Government must do more to respond to
mass displacements in Ukraine, Afghanistan, Myanmar
and Ethiopia. The upcoming budget provides an ideal
opportunity to see effective policy enacted, helping
change lives.

“Without a significant increase in humanitarian visa
places, the government leaves itself with few options to
respond. This includes increasing numbers of Ukrainian
refugees, the over 150,000 Afghans who have recently
applied for resettlement, and the many refugees displaced
from conflicts in Myanmar, Ethiopia, Syria, Iraq,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Yemen and
Venezuela,” RCOA president Jasmina BajraktarevicHayward said.

2022
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You can shape the
future of our nation’s
refugee response.
Scan the QR Code
to learn more about how
the federal Government
can, and must, increase
our humanitarian intake.

ISSUED

Operation
#NotForgotten
You have helped refugees trapped in Australia’s offshore processing
regime finally start a new life.

Campaign update: Last year’s overwhelming response to our call-out
for help collectively raised over $1m to support 68 visa applications for
refugees and their families – more than double our initial goal.
We ended last year on a high with the news that
10 refugees had left the horrors of Australia’s
processing systems behind to begin a new chapter
of their lives in Canada.
This achievement was made possible by the
determination of our supporters, and partnerships with
Vancouver-based migrant and refugee settlement service
MOSAIC and volunteer network Ads Up Canada.
Last year, we doubled our goal to initially fund 30
more resettlement places, supporting 68 people to be
resettled, including 24 refugees in offshore processing
and 44 separated family members to safely reunite.
Over the past two-and-a-half years, generous supporters
like you have raised more than $4 million. Your
support has helped resettlement applications for 316
refugees and families to be submitted through this
life-changing program.
Operation #NotForgotten aims to lodge
resettlement applications for a further 25
refugees in 2022. We are now increasing our
advocacy efforts to help those still living in
uncertainty in finding durable solutions and
to flourish and prosper in a new, safer place.
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We welcome Ahmad Shuja Jamal as Special Advisor
Trapped in Kabul airport, with the Taliban at the gates,
Ahmad Shuja Jamal faced a terrifying and uncertain
future. What he didn’t know at the time, is that people
across the globe had mobilised to try to save him.
“On the most difficult days of my life, people near and far
mobilised to help me – some in ways I still don’t know
even to this day. That gave me the experience of what I
had read from Rumi: ‘You are not one but thousands’; you
are rooted in a community of people,” Shuja says.
Upon arrival in Australia, Shuja reached out to offer
his support. With a remarkable career working with

the previous government of
Afghanistan as director-general
for international relations
and regional cooperation at
the Afghan National Security
Council, Shuja joined our team
as Special Advisor, supporting our advocacy with the
Australian Government and international agencies.
“Now that I’m safely out of Afghanistan, it’s time for me to
work with others and give back.. We must help those who
remain,” Shuja says.
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Advocating for
policies in an e
In the leadup to the federal election, our latest Platform for Change offers a
pathway forward. We will continue lobbying to see humane policies realised in
Australia through 5 key areas.
Almost a decade after offshore processing restarted,
successive Australian Governments have sent 4,183
people to Nauru or Papua New Guinea. The closure of
offshore processing centres has still left people waiting
for freedom – with this year’s election providing a
crucial opportunity to ensure positive change and
finally find a durable solution for those still trapped in
the system.

Speakers at RCOA event
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In February we launched a special working group
to coordinate advocacy for more humane refugee
policies. This was done in partnership with the
National Refugee-led Advocacy and Advisory Group
(NRAAG). Our first focus is ensuring a coordinated
approach to advocacy around the federal election
and the first 100 days of a new government
in office.

humane
election year
The group brings together 23 national organisations and
community members, including 9 people representing
refugee communities.

1 Finding durable solutions for the people still stuck

The group aims to:

2 Ending temporary protection.
3 Increasing Australia’s Refugee and Humanitarian

• Facilitate greater coordination and collaboration in
refugee sector advocacy and campaigns.
• Promote the leadership and meaningful participation
of people of lived experience.

in Australia’s offshore processing system, both those
offshore and onshore.

Program to help provide places for people fleeing
current crises, including restoring the program to
20,000 places and an additional 20,000 places for
refugees from Afghanistan over two years.

In February we held a strategy day to plan our work
around the federal election. This included hosting a
special briefing for new political candidates and a frank
panel discussion with former politicians.

Our plans for the election year and the future include
the release of the latest Platform for Change – a set
of guiding goals for policies first formed in 2017 and
subsequently updated.

Your support is paving the way for people with lived
experiences to help shape policy from a leadership
position before this important day for all Australians.
Working alongside sector partners and refugee
communities, the 3 main policy areas we are focussed
on this year are:

The collaborative platform reflects the efforts of more
than 100 representatives discussing the goals of the
refugee rights movement in Australia. It created 5 key
policy areas that we must change for Australia to become
a fair, egalitarian nation that will prosper into the future.

“This is a critical year
in shaping the future of
Australia’s refugee and
asylum policies. The Strategy
Group provides an important
and timely opportunity
to collaborate and stay
coordinated in our advocacy
efforts, whilst ensuring
refugee leadership and lived
experience plays a key part in
the discourse.”

Sadly, there have been few improvements in refugee
policy in Australia since the last election. As a result, the
key policy areas outlined in 2018 remain our priorities
and require attention and advancement:

1 The permanent end to offshore processing.
2 A fair process for claiming asylum.
3 Reform of the immigration detention system.
4 A larger and more responsive Refugee and
Humanitarian Program.

5 Australia’s improved engagement in Asia.
With your support, we can ensure that no
matter the results of this year’s election, we
can pursue effective action, support and
policymaking for all Australians.
The Platform for Change
can be viewed in full on
our website.

— Shabnam Safa, Chair at NRAAG
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Future-focusse
rights of all refu
Former refugee elected to lead RCOA as Board President
Refugee-led advocacy has been significantly boosted
with the election of a former refugee from BosniaHerzegovina as head of Australia’s peak body on
refugee policy.
Jasmina Bajraktarevic-Hayward, who was resettled in
Australia in 1993, was elected president of RCOA at the
annual general meeting in late 2021.
“RCOA…has strived consistently for people with
lived experience to be involved at the highest levels of
advocacy and policy. I am honoured and excited by
this opportunity, but I am not surprised that RCOA
would push to have someone with lived experience as
president,” Jasmina said.

“People with lived experience have a unique
and deep understanding of refugees’ lives,
needs, strengths and challenges, making it
imperative they are in positions that have a
profound effect on the future of refugees.”
A social worker and community services coordinator
with the NSW Service for the Treatment and
Rehabilitation of Torture and Trauma Survivors
(STARTTS), with nearly 30 years of experience working
in the refugee field in Australia and overseas, Jasmina
said she would continue “supporting the excellent work
of the Refugee Council staff and board” as the first
president with a refugee background.
“I will specifically continue working on refugee-led
advocacy – giving the centre stage to people with lived
experience,” she said.
Jasmina also added that our role is becoming increasingly
important in the context of overseas developments as a
leader in advocacy and policy guidance as we respond to
increased need.
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Jasmina Bajraktarevic-Hayward
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“We need ongoing and increasing support
for refugee-led advocacy by creating
spaces and amplifying voices, training and
mentoring, and access to resources.”

ed for the
ugees
Strategically planning for the years ahead
In 2021 we celebrated 40 years of RCOA. This was
a special time to update and release our strategic
plan for the next 3 years. Honouring this significant
milestone, we reflected on what key outcomes we are
working towards, and how they can be achieved.
To learn how we could improve our work, over a 6-month
period throughout lockdowns, restrictions and online
calls, we engaged with leaders in the sector, refugee
communities, donors, staff and board members.
Through stakeholder surveys and supporter feedback, we
learned about the needs, gaps, priorities, organisations
strengths and areas in which we need to improve. The
result was the involvement of approximately 730 people
in activities that have informed the development of this
new plan.
We aim to continue to be an influential voice on refugee
and asylum issues by:
• Producing quality research and policy
• Maintaining constructive non-partisan relationships
• Collaborating across sectors in our advocacy work
• Continuing to play a leadership and coordination role
within the refugee sector

Combining our aims and feedback, 4 focus areas
were established.
Focus area 1: Advocacy and research
Focus area 2: Refugee leadership and representation
Focus area 3: Public awareness and support
for refugees
Focus area 4: Enablers to support the organisation to
achieve its mission
The fourth section we have called enablers. These
enablers will ensure we are well governed, have a strong
financial position to support our ambitions and provide
appropriate support to our staff – ensuring our public
profile supports our work.
Principles that will guide our evaluation practice were
developed as part of the strategic planning process
and included in the final plan. These principles set
the foundation of all evaluation that we will do. The
principles are participatory, empowering, ethical and
meaningful.
We look forward to working alongside
refugee and asylum-seeking communities,
our members, partners and supporters in
implementing the plan.

You can read the
2022-2024 Strategic Plan
on our website
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Our Face-to-Face Program:

Connecting communities in Refugee
Welcome Zones through shared experience
Orange Council launches their latest event program,
with our support.

Simon Shahin and Deena Yako speaking at F2F event
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In regional New South Wales, young Australians
are taking part in one of our initiatives to connect
communities. Orange Council’s Youth Services
Team joined us to host a Face-to-Face Schools and
Community program speakers Simon Shahin and
Deena Yako for a community event.
One of 168 local councils across the country that are
making a commitment to welcoming refugees into their
communities, Orange – in New South Wales’ central
tablelands – held the event as part of the Orange Youth
Action Council plan. Run by young residents, the plan
works to break down barriers for young people in
Orange through a series of events titled “Are you really
going to ask that?”
Inspired by the irreverent ABC television show, You
Can’t Ask That, the 7-event series will offer people an
opportunity to ask questions and learn from someone
whose life is very different to theirs. The events cover
topics from mental illness, to cultural differences and the
LGBTQIA+ experience.
We first started the Refugee Welcome Zones initiative
to recognise the important role local government plays
in welcoming new arrivals to our community – but we
have since supported councils to help take a more active
role. This includes hosting events, and providing services
and policies that include refugees, as well as supporting
advocacy work at a grassroots level.

“Face-to-Face has given me a platform to
express myself and tell the world about
my personal story—this, by itself, is an
invaluable opportunity for which I am very
much grateful for and to the organisation…
My story is about just one, very lucky
survival—yet there are still millions more
to be heard...”
– Simon, a presenting participant in the
Face-to-Face program.
Our Face-to-Face program is part of a broader
strategy to promote education on social justice,
peace and human rights to the Australian
community. You can learn more about our work
across the country at our website.

